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DECISION DELIVERED BY D. L. GATES AND ORDER OF THE BOARD 
 

This hearing resulted from an appeal by Sheridan Alder (the “Appellant”) to an 
Official Plan Amendment (No.29) adopted by the City of St. Catharines to redesignate 
lands known as 4 and 6 Dalhousie  Avenue (the “development site”) from Environmental 
Protection to Residential Low Density.  Accompanying applications for consent and 
rezoning were approved without appeal. 

Central to the appeal was the concern that the first lock of the original Welland 
Canal built in the 1820’s lies underneath this property.  
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Upon approval of the consent, the St. Catharines Committee of Adjustment 
required the following condition; 

“Schedule A, 5j).That the applicant employ a qualified professional to undertake and 
implement an archaeological study/assessment to ensure that the development does 
not have any adverse impact on any remnants of the original Welland Canal and that 
the site work be monitored by a recognized archaeologist to ensure that the 
recommendations have been fulfilled .”                                                                                                        

Succinctly put, the Appellant does not believe this condition is sufficient. Her case 
was based on two assertions; 

1.  that the archaeologist’s study was so flawed that it should not be relied upon, and  

2.  that there is a great deal of historical evidence that has been overlooked which 
suggest the 1st lock or other significant buildings associated therewith are located 
under this property. 

There can be no doubt that finding the location of the 1st lock and preserving it 
has become a quest for nearby amateur and professional historians and archaeologists. 
The canal was extremely significant in opening up Canadian trade to the West.  

The 1st lock was particularly significant because it was the first and because it 
had a swing bridge over it of novel design. Such a find would not only be important to 
St. Catharines and the Region of Niagara but also for the Province and Canada. 
Unfortunately the Board was told that if the lock were found, there are no techniques to 
display the lock because exposure to air could quickly cause the old timbers to 
disintegrate. Nevertheless techniques may be developed in the future which may allow 
the display of large wooden treasures. 

As a result of the condition noted above, the landowner commissioned and had 
completed an archaeological study by one of about 30 archaeologists licensed to do this 
type of work in Ontario, J. K. Jouppien.  He concluded that no part of the 1st lock was 
located under the subject property but it was located under the City’s property 
immediately to the east, if it still existed at all. 
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He concluded no further archaeological assessment need be made of the 
property because of the alterations made to its surface and subsurface over time 
through at least 50 years of residential use  (with servicing for the 2 residential dwellings 
on the property). The Ministry of Culture accepted this conclusion and did not request a 
Phase 11 Cultural Assessment.  

During the course of his study Mr. Jouppien met with Ms Cameron (Ms Alder’s 
historical witness), however ultimately not many of her historical findings were 
incorporated into his report. Mr. Jouppien testified that an archaeologist does not rely 
only on historical documents but also on field interpretation and judgment based on 
thirty years of archaeological experience. 

In recognition of her work and because of the development’s proximity to the 
early canal, Mr. Jouppien ultimately took a conservative approach and recommended 
that any future construction along the north or east perimeters of lot 35 be monitored by 
a licenced Ontario archaeologist. 

The City and proponent have agreed that severance condition 5(j) will be 
incorporated into an agreement between the City and the proponent that will include a 
paragraph which requires Mr. Jouppien or someone with similar credentials to monitor 
the site during excavation and to appropriately protect any portion of the canal or other 
important heritage resource if found during excavation. 

The Appellant called Nancy Cameron who has a Masters degree in history who 
did a critique of the Archaeological Study. She was an excellent witness and provided 
much useful information. Ms Cameron has considerable experience in historical 
research but many of the facts she obtained required interpretation by professionals in 
other areas such as engineers, surveyors, lawyers or archaeologists. Since the 
Committee of Adjustment hearing she has uncovered a great deal more interesting 
historical information. 

Her conclusion after much study was that the subject property played a central 
role in the construction period of the First Welland Canal, as well as in the canal’s 
approximately 25 years of operation as a probable location of storehouses. Also, she 
believes that since this lock ceased operation in about 1848, over time Lot 35 (the 
development site together with developed lands further west) encroached eastward 
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onto the canal property and therefore remnants of the old canal may lie under the 
development site. 

In Ms Cameron’s written critique she brought evidence that suggested some of 
the historical evidence Mr. Jouppien relied on may have been wrong. She indicated that 
his conclusion that there had been no hard evidence of development on lot 35 until the 
20th century was in error. For instance where he found that there was no increase in 
value of the land from 1827 to 1857, Ms Cameron pointed out that deeds in the Registry 
Office showed almost a doubling in value of the land value during the period old lock 1 
was in operation.  

This indicated to her that the property may have increased in value because it 
was improved by a building. While clearly she was correct in finding the value nearly 
doubled from 1827 to 1854, the land that doubled in value included 10 other lots in 
vicinity of lock 1. In a time when the first canal flourished, the Board is unable to 
attribute this increase in value to a building on lot 35. 

Ms Cameron no doubt was correct in finding the width of lock 1 to be 32’ rather 
than 22’ wide which Mr. Juppien stated in his study report. He relied upon a book 
entitled “Welland Waterway” by Michelle Greenwald (1985). It is likely that Ms Cameron 
is correct on this point because her evidence suggested that the first 3 locks were wider 
to promote steamboat business to St. Catharines. The Board cannot conclude however, 
as Ms Cameron did, that this suggests the improvement of lot 35 by a building or the 
canal. 

Another mistake which Ms Cameron pointed out was the consultant’s conclusion 
that the Welland Canal Company  (the “Company”) sought to avoid ownership issues by 
locating the first canal and lock 1 on Crown land. Ms Cameron did a huge amount of 
original research including Special Collections at Brock University and determined that 
the land had been expropriated by the company from Nathan Pawling. Nathan Pawling 
also owned lot 35 at about this time. The Board finds that this expropriation contradicts 
Ms Cameron’s position that lot 35 would likely have been used as a staging area for the 
construction of the canal because any staging area required would certainly have been 
included in the expropriated land. 
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Notwithstanding these shortcomings, none of these points undermined Mr. 
Jouppien’s major conclusion on page 5 of his report: “Among the other evidence related 
by the land records, described above, that substantiate the Canal was located to the 
east of lot 35, perhaps the greatest confirmation that it had nothing to do with the canal 
is its long and unbroken private ownership.” The fact that Lot 35 was owned during this 
period by one of the shareholders of the Company does not lead to a conclusion that 
this lot was utilized for company business or undermine this important conclusion. 

The Appeal is based on the written evidence and analysis done by Ms Cameron 
and an aerial photograph which appears to the untrained eye to show the canal on or 
near the development site. 

This evidence, however, ignores the interpretation of the photograph and 
conclusions of the trained professional, Mr. Jouppien that Lock 1 is (or was) located on 
the abutting property owned by the City and ignores the evidence of a qualified surveyor 
who testified that there was no evidence of encroachment by the development site onto 
the abutting lands to the east upon which the lock was constructed. Ms Cameron’s 
evidence is also contradicted by a professional engineer who interpreted the results of 
five drilled holes on or near the development site.  

The engineer confirmed that there was no evidence of fragments of a storage 
warehouse or the lock near the easterly property line. As mentioned above the Ministry 
of Culture accepted that a Phase 11 Cultural Assessment is not required. After a very 
careful review of all this evidence the Board is convinced the experts got it right and 
adopts their conclusions. 

The Appellant never seriously challenged the planning evidence which supported 
OPA No. 29. Ms Alder did not call a professional planner to support her appeal. 

Both the City and the Region provided planning support for this proposal. The 
planning evidence demonstrated that OPA No. 29 implemented and was consistent with 
the Provincial Policy Statements, the Regional and City Official Plans, the Port 
Dalhousie District Plan and Zoning By-law and was therefore good planning and in the 
public interest.  
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The proposal of two new houses on two new lots on full urban services promotes 
the goals of intensification and revitalization within existing urban areas.  

The Board is convinced that the various authorities, particularly the City and the 
landowner, have acted properly in the circumstances of this case, and responded to the 
challenges of developing this site appropriately. Ms Cameron’s evidence as noted 
above, while engaging and hopeful, was not substantiated in any meaningful way by the 
facts or the opinions that were presented to this Board. 

Even though the Board did not agree with her conclusions, Ms Cameron’s 
obvious love for her City, the Welland Canal, and their historical beginnings, together 
with her exhaustive historical research, all of which was voluntary, should be 
acknowledged. It is important that our historical monuments be preserved. 

In conclusion, the Board will dismiss the Appeal and approves OPA No. 29. It is 
so Ordered.  

 

        “D. L. Gates” 

  D. L. GATES 
  MEMBER 


